AITIA IPS

Indoor Positioning System

Our solution
Aitia IPS solution provides realtime, multi-floor positioning
and optimum navigation based on Bluetooth (BLE)
technology and iBeacons. These beacons are cheap and
easy to install. Our system shows users their own location,
or the location of other users or objects with an accuracy of
about 1-3m.
Our mobile application displays a map containing walls,
furniture and other relevant information, like doors, stairs,
elevators. The map can easily be modified in a website.
The system is running on both iOS and Android devices,
but custom hardware can also be applied.
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Real time indoor positioning and intelligent navigation
Reliable routing algorithm allows customer specified paths
Routing also to predefined or manually selected positions
Easy-to-use map editor to follow changes of the location
Routing in multi level buildings with automatic floor detection
Servers can be physical or in the cloud (eg. Amazon)
Distributed server architecture for fast data exchange
One mobile application can support multiple locations
Cost effective hardware from multiple beacon vendors
Supports most phones (Android 5.0 and iOS 8.1, or higher)
Supports also UWB (Ultra-Wide Band) for higher accuracy (<15cm)

AITIA IPS

Indoor Positioning System
Modules
IPS-core module: This module shows the user's current
position on the map and provides basic navigation functionality.
It calculates and displays the best path between the user's
position and the selected destination. The module also supports
multi-floor navigation.

Extended navigation module: Visually impaired people can
also use our system. Based on the planned route and using the
phone's inertial sensors this module creates a text (like turn left,
walk straight 10 steps, etc.) then the text is converted to
voice commands for the user.

Content module: It can display pre-recorded media contents
on the users' mobile device within the range of the iBeacons. The
The administrator can set up the content in a user friendly
website. The content can be simple text, image, audio, or even
video. It also can display Points of Interest (POI) on the map such
as restaurants, entertainment facilities, exits, etc. The POIs have
some additional information about the place which is easily
editable by the administrator on the website. The greatest
advantage of using POIs that they make the navigation super
easy.

Tracking module: This module provides a rich tracking
functionality. The system tracks the users' movements without
infringing their privacy. Other users can also be tracked if
they allow it. The mobile phones can be replaced by our
custom made BLE or UWB hardware. The tracking data can be
further processed to display the most frequently used paths and
heatmaps.
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Modules
Asset tracking
module:
This module is for tracking
various assets. In this scenario every asset has a beacon. Every
storage area contains one or more Asset tracker units. These
units periodically scans the area for beacons signals. This way the
system knows the approximate position of every asset in real
time (history information is also available). The system can notify
the administrator if any asset is missing.

Emergency
module:
This module has two main functions. In
the first case the adminstator can notify the users about any
emergency situations such as fire. The system sends push
notifications to the users. The mobile application can show the best
route to the nearest exit. The user can report back to the
administrator if she's safe. In the second case the user can call for
help or report any emergency situation.

Task module: This module provides simple location aware task
management. The users can create various task easily such as
ordering food or cleaning a room in a hotel. A supervisor can
assign these tasks to the appropriate employees. An employee
can see all the tasks with priorities and deadlines if provided. She
can report when she start or finish a task. The supervisor also can
manage these tasks in a user friendly website.

Use case examples








Navigation in shopping malls, office buildings
Visitor guide for museums, art galleries, exhibitions
User tracking at conferences, exhibitions
Navigation aid for visually impaired people
Asset tracking using custom hardware
Pushcart or forklift tracking in stores or factories
Proximity marketing applications.

